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The world of aviation is complex and full of information stored within airport kiosks. This is especially true inside what is known as revenue management. In short, the department is responsible for analyzing data and implementing practices that optimize product quality and profitability. Complex and/or plain sound? You are absolutely
correct. Over the years, airlines have begun bucketing available tickets on planes in individual buckets, known ingoly as fare buckets. Tickets for each of these fare buckets meet different rules/policies, ultimately resulting in a different customer experience. Simply separating each cabin class (Economy, Premium Economy, Business and
First) is not enough to extract the most value from a plane ticket, so this guide will be technical and complex. Learn what airline booking codes look like and, more importantly, how they affect users. There may be a lot of seemingly random letters and numbers, but we will always be looking to tie back knowledge on you and its impact on
your exact situation. Introductory airline booking codes are essential because they convey a huge amount of information in a concise string of code letters and numbers. This makes it easy for airline representatives (or unskilled travellers) to look at the code and see what kind of tickets they're looking at. While there is standard practice in
creating a code system for airline booking codes, all airlines have different codes and structures that integrate the airline booking code system between all airlines. This means that while there are industry best practices for building airline booking codes, there are no industry standards (for example, Delta's booking code looks a lot
different from that of South African Airways). Here's a look at exactly what airline booking codes look like. What is an airline booking code? Airline booking codes seem like a bunch of gibberish, but they're code letters and numbers that have some sort of meaning, depending on the key a particular airline makes. For example, you can
book a one-way ticket from San Francisco (SFO) to New York City (JFK) on June 2020.By and see the results of searching for a booking code using Google's ITA matrix. Image credit: ITA Matrix by Google the exact airline booking code boxed in red, and it reads AYAHJNFC. Doesn't it look like gibberish? Because that's it. All airlines
generate different booking codes, and another example is the next ticket from JetBlue in mint class. Ita matrix forecast code, jetblue example search. Image credit: ITA Matrix tickets by Google say CH2NNE, which Different structures; There are 2 letters and 1 number. Let's talk about exactly what the code means. What does the airline
booking code mean? Each character and number in the code string represents a different concept. Take a look at the American Airlines Booking Code (fare reference code, AYAHJNFC). It's not essential to know what each of these characters means, but it can go a long way to understanding what you get with a ticket. American Airlines,
along with most other airlines, makes it very difficult to crack the fare reference code. This is mostly because there are no keys or glossary to help with these characters and numbers. It may not come as a surprise that there are no international standards for the structure/meaning of airline booking codes, but american airlines' booking
codes are very nebulae, but if you want spoiler alerts about American Airlines' alphabet soup, commonly known as the fare reference example of booking class:booking class scheduled/routing restrictions AYAHJNFC: A - Booking Class (excluding upgraded fares) YA — Pre-purchase requirements (60 days)H - Saturday ( Saturday) J —
Time travel restrictions (unknown)NFC - Non-refundable First Class tickets (cancellation policy) also know that you have contacted this airline. The only reason we are convinced this is right is because of the investigation comparing similar rates and reading detailed rate information. The first (and arguably most important) aspect of the
booking class fare reference code is the booking class. In the example above (AYAHJNFC), the first letter A is for American Airlines' A fare class, and the second row shows the AA fare class chart. Image credit: American airlines has an A fare class that is discounted first, which shows how this itinerary in flagship First Class is priced at
half the price of a full fare flagship First Class ticket (F). Fare classes help you determine how many miles you'll earn by flying on a specific ticket, but you can earn those miles in a later section. You will also find some discrepancies between the first letter of the fare criteria and the booking class. For example, you have a ticket with an
I7AUPNAC based on fares on the same day. You're going to think the fare class is in I because of the fact that the first character is I, discount business class. However, this is actually an upgrade ticket as soon as full fare business class is upgraded to First Class. The main scenario where the first letter of the fare criteria does not match
the actual booking class is when there is an immediate upgrade. Some examples of this are corporate rates, such as the well-known Y-Up rates. You can earn miles equal to the actual cabin class. Most airlines indicate the booking class in the first letter on a fare basis, but some airlines actually tell you which actual seat to fly with, such
as Delta. The best way to explain this concept is to use a British Airways ticket. British Airways cannot upgrade your ticket if your booking class is in the Q, O or G bucket (cheapest economy ticket). It makes sense because it defeats the purpose of selling premium economy tickets. Why buy a $1,000 Premium Economy ticket when you
can buy a super cheap $200 Economy ticket and upgrade using a few Avios? In addition, some airlines, such as United Airlines, actually prioritize in their upgrade list based on their booking class. Upgrade Waiting List Placement: Check out this graphic showing united airlines' official language regarding united upgrade priority waiting lists.
Image credit: United Airlines is a pretty big deal, at least on United Airlines flights, as fare classes are the second most important factor in determining waiting list priorities. For American Airlines, all tickets except economy tickets and award tickets can be upgraded according to this chart:AA Upgrade Chart. Image credit: American
AirlinesHere is all upgradeable tickets: AA upgrade eligible tickets. Image credit: If you're buying an American Airlines cheap ticket, you'll pay a higher co-payment to upgrade from a lower fare class. If you purchase a discounted economy ticket from San Francisco (SFO) to New York City (JFK), you can pay 15,000 AAdvantage miles and
$75 to upgrade to Business Class if upgrade space is available. We will analyze previously discussed SFO-JFK tickets on an AYAHJNFC fare basis by American Airlines. Hot tip: Do you want to know exactly how many miles you're going to earn on your ticket? Check out our guide to mileage accrual points that teach you how to earn
miles! In our case, we're flying in Class A on san francisco (SFO) - New York City (JFK) tickets and earn AA miles as the multiplier of the total distance flown. We earn: AAdvantage State Flight SFO-JFK Class Accrual ($859)None4,295 AA Miles (5 Miles Per USD)Gold6,013 AA Miles (7 Miles Per USD)Platinum6,872 AA Miles Miles per
USD)Platinum Pro7,731 AA Miles (9 miles per USD) earn miles based on the total distance flown by other programs, such as Cathay Pacific, Platinum9,449 AA Miles (11 miles per USD). As I detailed on my revenue round trip Cathay Pacific First Class flight booked for ~$1,200, I decided to earn my miles on the Alaska Airlines Mileage
Plan, Net me the following mileage: Alaska MVP State Flight HKG-SFO A Class Cumulative (6,927 miles) None24,245 Alaska Miles (350% Distance) MVP 27,708 Alaska Miles (40 0% Distance) MVP Gold31,172 Alaska Mile (400% Distance) MVP Gold31,172 Alaska Mile (400% Distance) 903 Alaska Miles (475% Distance) Booking Class
I Booked , A, my revenue travel played an important role in determining how to credit. Thanks to my strategy, I was able to earn more than 24,000 Alaskan miles on one-way flights worth ~$480, depending on our travel points and miles rating. In addition to elite status qualifications, booking classes will play a role in determining the
number of miles that occur when traveling on paid tickets, as well as determining the criteria for elite status eligibility to be closer. As we've seen above, discounted First Class tickets receive fewer Elite Qualifying Miles (EQM) than full fare First Class tickets. If you purchased an AA flagship First Class ticket on a fare basis from San
Francisco (SFO) to New York City (JFK), you will earn based on class A, which will net you two EQMs (approximately 5,172EQM) per flight mile. However, if you've flown on the same ticket but in the F-fare class, you're eligible to earn three EQMs (approximately 7,758 EQM) per flight mile. This is a huge deal because you need 100,000
EQM and Platinum Pro.Hot Tip 75,000 EQM to learn more about Platinum: Want to learn more about AAdvantage? Check out american airlines' review of the AAdvantage frequent flyer program.Cancellation policy travel plans change all the time. Whether it's because of the weather, the desire to stay in a place for longer hours, or an
emergency, understanding the cancellation policy of a plane ticket is probably prudent. The problem is that some tickets have different cancellation policies than others. However, unless you're a traveler with a specific cost policy, you don't have to worry because it doesn't apply to most travellers. Most of us will receive a non-refundable
ticket unless we book the cheapest ticket and book it just before departure. Based on our rates, AYAHJNFC is non-refundable due to NFC characters. NFC means non-refundable, but vice versa. Non-refundable tickets have different characters, and there is no simple way to combine them. Fortunately Checking fare criteria is not the
easiest way to check cancellation policies, as policies are easily displayed on ticket pages. If you are a corporate traveler, you may need a refundable ticket for your company's expense policy. In this case, you should be aware of the cancellation policy before booking a ticket that violates the company's cost guidelines. One of the ways to
do this is by looking at the rate criteria. This is not the best way to do it, as analyzing fare standards is a technical exercise. Hot tip: Check which card has the best cancellation insurance so you know you're insured if something goes wrong. Booking/Routing Restrictions The last major item we will talk about is booking and routing
restrictions. For AA tickets with AYAHJNFC by fare, the YA character indicates a 60-day pre-purchase requirement. If you book a trip on June 20, 2020, you must book 60 days before departure (April 21, 2020) to receive this fare criteria. Here are the other American Airlines pre-purchase requirements codes: YA - 60-day pre-purchase
requirementWA - 30-day pre-purchase requirementVA - 21-day pre-purchase requirementUA — 14-day pre-purchase requirement7A — 7-day pre-purchase requirement3A - 3-day pre-purchase requirement0A - 0-day pre-purchase requirement stopover allowance, There may be information regarding booking codes/fare references for
routing rules for round-trip or multi-city tickets, such as transfer allowances and minimum or maximum stay requirements. None of this applies because our ticket is a one-way ticket by AYAHJNFC. Bottom line: Tools like ExpertFlyer are a great way to learn more about all airfare rules related to minimum stay requirements, stopovers, and
more. Check out our very detailed guide on how to use ExpertFlyer to check your pricing information. How can I use an airline booking code for benefits? Now let's take a look at all the basic and information content surrounding the booking/pricing code, bring it back to reality, and see how you can take advantage of it. Additional awards
and upgrade availability Special fare classes for booked award flights are often tedious and technically challenging. This is especially true for premium inflight flights. But sometimes airlines encourage loyalty by allowing elite-rated members or cardholders access to extra water space that would otherwise be impossible. One of the best
examples of this is United Airlines, where in many cases you have access to additional award availability that non-elite and non-Chase United Explorer cardholders do not. This is very important if the specific route/schedule you want is in high demand. If you hold a Chase United Explorer card, you can book more awards. than anyone
else! Award availability for Chase United card members. Image credit: Access, such as United Airlines, can be a tremendous help if you're under scheduling restrictions or booking close to your departure. Here is a proper booking class for United Elite/Cardholders that offers greater award access: JN - High Cost First/Business Class
Award for Elite and Credit Card Holders - Low Cost First/Business Class Award for Elite - High Cost Economy Class Award for Elite and Credit Card Holders XN - Low Cost Economy Class Award for Elite and Credit Card Holders November 1 2019, so be mindful. If you're in United Expert mode, you can actually see the fare class
available on the correct flight, United Booking Class. Image credit: United Airlines Tip: Using United Expert mode is very useful. Used for upgraded points to see if United upgrade space is available. In addition to additional award-winning availability, you should pay attention to your booking class when you want to upgrade your flight.
American Airlines, for example, treats premium cabin upgrades the same as discounted revenue tickets, so you can upgrade to First Class as long as you can use paid Business Class tickets. If you know the exact booking class you need, it's amazing because there are great benefits in terms of ticket upgrades. There are several ways to
upgrade your ticket, such as upgrading system-in-system, redeeming miles, or redeeming business extra points. Meanwhile, if you can figure out united's upgrade fare class, you'll know which tickets can be upgraded immediately. United's upgrade fare class is :P Z — Instant Upgrade and Global Service UpgradePN - All Mileage Upgrade
Awards and Platinum/Premier 1K CertificateRN - Premium Plus Upgrade Bottom Line: Knowing your booking class can't be stressed enough if you want to take advantage of your airline booking code by freeing up additional award/upgrade space. If you increase your chances in the aforementioned upgrade, upgrading your economy
ticket to Business Class is one of the best ways to significantly save miles while offsetting the many costs associated with booking a revenue Business Class ticket. Most airlines don't allow you to upgrade your economy ticket up to business class, and one of the biggest mistakes when trying to upgrade your ticket is to buy a ticket with a
fare class too low. If you're diligent in figuring out your booking class through fare criteria, you can reduce the mistake of purchasing an ultra-low-cost ticket. United Airlines cannot be upgraded. Discounted fares or basic economy fares (fare classes W, S, T, L, K, G and N). Also, remember that certain fare classes are the second highest
priority in deciding whether to get a free domestic upgrade. Unfortunately, the higher the fare class, the cheaper the ticket. You can use this information to do everything you can to increase your chances of booking and upgrading your ticket. Travelling with large storage family members on infant/child fares can be expensive, especially
infants, which are defined as under 2 years of age in the aviation world. If you're planning to travel with your child, you can save a lot by looking for these fare classes: IN — infant fares (typically 10% of adult fares) - child fares (up to 50% off adult fares) are based on revenue ticket costs unless otherwise stated; that is, even if you book an
award ticket in business class that costs $10,000, you may still have to pay 10% for a lap ticket and add $1,000 to your trip. This is much better than paying for a full extra ticket and can go a long way to preserving the thickness of your wallet; some frequent flyer programs, such as Air Canada Aeroplan, allow you to pay for miles or cash,
but most require cash payments; there's usually a section on child discount-only fare information; image credit: ExpertFlyerEarn more redeemable or elite-rated mileage Better fare classes We talked about above, for example, how other fare classes can offer more or fewer miles. If, especially if you are close to elite status and american
airlines require additional EQMs/EQS, your ticket may require a better Elite status multiplier. For example, it's a perfect example of how you can leverage your knowledge of booking codes and fare classes to earn money on executive platinum status. Assuming you're very close to gold with 30 EQS and 20,000 EQMs. It will fly 5,456 miles
from London (LHR) to Los Angeles (LAX). If you book a basic Economy ticket, you can only earn 50% on EQM, which is 2,728 EQM, and fall short of the 25,000 EQM required to qualify for AAdvantage Gold. Instead, you can book a regular economy ticket and earn 5,456 EQMs to have 25,456 EQM guaranteed gold status. This is just
one example of how an in-depth understanding of airline booking codes can be useful for creating or stopping frequent flyer travel. Understand ticket flexibility There is no foresight for many people to predict changes in their travel plans. However, if you absolutely need flexibility and you cancel your ticket, you don't want a non-refundable
booking. Assuming you've registered an award hype reporter, I think there will be a 99% chance. Let's also say you realize that 1% can leave you with a fully realized booked hotel and vacation plan. One solution is to book a fully flexible ticket and cancel when the water space opens. In this case, you will need to find a refundable ticket.
One of the best ways to do this is to use the fare information provided on a fare basis. In particular, fare details will go to more details about the exact cancellation policy. Example below: Check the fare-based cancellation penalty. Image credit: ExpertFlyerDifferent airlines have their own policies surrounding cancellations, refunds and
changes. These all make up the flexibility of plane tickets. If it doesn't take time to properly understand the policy of each ticket, you may soon be stuck with a large fee for cancellation or aggravating, and you may have a ticket that you are forced to throw away due to the irreversiable nature of the non-refundable. The stupidest way to
understand accurate ticket flexibility is to look up fare criteria in Google's ExpertFlyer or ITA matrix. Then use the Find function (Ctrl-F) and type Cancel. You must select this as all places in the East Sea cancellations are displayed. Last thoughtWhew! That was intense! Even the most experienced travellers have never heard of airline
booking codes or fare standards and certainly don't know what all the fancy letters and numbers mean. However, very savvy travellers can understand and understand how booking codes can help with travel planning/booking. While we've covered key insights into booking codes around United Airlines and American Airlines, there are
numerous other complexities in this issue. The lack of international standards for building fare-based codes, in particular, makes it much more difficult to interpret these codes. Fortunately, we've got everything done for you, so now you fully have the ultimate guide to airline booking codes. Code.
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